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Abstract
Attribute-based proxy re-encryption (ABPRE) scheme is
one of the proxy cryptography, which can delegate the reencryption capability to the proxy and re-encrypt the encrypted data by using the re-encryption key. ABPRE extending the traditional proxy cryptography and attributes
plays an important role. In ABPRE, users are identified
by attributes, and the access policy is designed to control the user’s access. Using ABPRE can have these advantages: (i) The proxy can be delegated to execute the
re-encryption operation, which reduces the computation
overhead of the data owner; (ii) The authorized user just
uses his own secret key to decrypt the encrypted data, and
he doesn’t need to store an additional decryption key for
deciphering; (iii) The sensitive information cannot be revealed to the proxy in re-encryption, and the proxy only
complies to the data owner’s command. In this paper,
we survey two various access policy attribute-based proxy
re-encryption schemes and analyze these schemes. Thereafter, we list the comparisons of them by some criteria.
Keywords: Attribute-based proxy re-encryption, cloud
Computing, data sharing, revocation

1

Introduction

Cloud computing is an emerging economic and computing paradigm with the development of Internet technology. Various application services can be provided to satisfy users’ requirements by the cloud computing [1]. One
of cloud computing application services commonly used
is data storage [49], and users can outsource their storage and store their sensitive data in the cloud. Due
to the property of pay-as-you-go [9], users just need to
pay money for the storage space used. Users can spend
less money to enjoy the benefit which the cloud provides.
However, one security issue related to data confidential-

ity [17, 25, 28, 29, 48, 55, 59] exists in the cloud. To solve
this problem, the data is encrypted by the data owner before uploading to the cloud [26, 47]. Besides, for sharing
data with the other users, the data is encrypted according to the corresponding user’s key so to achieve access
control by the user [7, 27, 42, 52].
Nevertheless, if these operations are performed by the
data owner, the computation overhead would be heavy
for the data owner. Traditional proxy encryption can
solve this problem [19, 20, 24, 37, 50, 51, 54]. If the
data would be transmitted to the other user Bob, the
data owner Alice firstly designs a proxy and generates
a re-encryption key by using the part of user’s secret
key and an encrypted data, and then sends them to the
proxy [21, 22, 23, 30, 32, 53, 56]. The proxy executes the
re-encryption operation by using this re-encryption key
and produces the re-encrypted data that the user Bob
can decrypt with his own secret key. After Bob receives
the encrypted data, he can use his secret key to decipher
it. However, some problems can be found in this manner:
(i) To grant the re-encryption right, an unrealistic level
of the trust in the proxy is required [2]; (ii) There is a
bidirectional property that let the user Bob can delegate
to the data owner Alice; (iii) The sensitive information
can be revealed in re-encryption.
The first delegating decryption right methodology was
introduced by Mambo and Okamoto in 1997 [39], and
this is a new type of the public key cryptography. Later,
Blaze et al. proposed an atomic proxy cryptography [4]
that can convert a user’s key with the encrypted data
into the other user’s key by the semi-trusted party, but
this scheme contains the above problems. For improving this disadvantages, Ateniese et al. proposed an improved proxy re-encryption scheme in 2005 [2], and it is
the first unidirectional and single-use scheme. Meanwhile,
Sahai and Waters presented the first notion of attributebased encryption (ABE) scheme in 2005 [43], and it leveraged user’s identity as attributes and encrypted data with
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these attributes. In addition, Goyal et al. introduced a
key-policy attribute based encryption scheme in 2006 [12],
where the access structure in the user’s secret key is added
and the encrypted data is associated with a set of attributes. Then Bethencourt et al. also proposed the other
policy ABE [3], ciphertext-policy attribute-based encryption scheme, where the access structure in the encrypted
data is added and the user’s secret key is associated with
a set of attributes. In these schemes, users can decipher
the encrypted data, if a set of attributes would satisfy the
access structure. In 2007, Green and Ateniese presented
an identity-based proxy re-encryption scheme [13], but it
is secure in the random oracle model. After that, a serial
of researches [5, 8, 16, 34, 40] were proposed based on the
other security model.
After the attribute-based encryption scheme has
emerged, the first ABPRE based on key policy was proposed by Guo et al. [15], but their scheme exists in bidirectional property. Next, Liang et al. introduced the
first ABPRE based on ciphertext policy [33], and this
scheme combined the traditional proxy re-encryption with
attribute-based encryption scheme, the multi-use property was in this scheme, but the size of the encrypted
data increases linearly at multi times. In 2010. Luo et
al. presented a ABPRE based on ciphertext policy [38],
this scheme can let the data owner decide whether reencrypting the ciphertext or not, and the positive attributes have multi-value. Besides, in the same year, Yu et
al. proposed two different policy types of ABPRE [57, 58],
the scheme [57] can simultaneously satisfy the properties of fine-grained, scalability and data confidentiality,
and the scheme [58] provided an efficient revoking user’s
attributes scheme which is based on the ciphertext policy. Moreover, in 2011, more ABPRE schemes were proposed [10, 14, 18, 41, 45], one of these schemes was proposed by Do et al. [10] to improve the collusion attack
of [57]. After that, Liu et al. presented an ABPRE
scheme [35, 36] that adds the timestamp to their scheme,
and it can prevent the revoked user to decipher the encrypted data. Apart from this, in 2012, Seo et al. pointed
that the computation cost of these ABPRE schemes are
associated with the number of attributes, so they proposed an ABPRE with a constant number of paring operations.

1.1

2

The Criteria of an Ideal Attributebased Proxy Re-encryption Scheme

According to these schemes, a summary of the criteria
with which an ideal attribute-based proxy re-encryption
schemes should be satisfied is given, and these are listed
as follows.
C1. Unidirectionality [2, 13]
The cloud is granted to re-encrypt the data, but the
cloud only lets the encrypted data CT be translated
into CT 0 ; it can’t change back from CT 0 to CT .
Therefore, the user’s encrypted data doesn’t permit
the data owner to decrypt.
C2. Data confidentiality
The data is encrypted by data owner before uploading to the cloud, and the encrypted data can be deciphered by the authorized user. The unauthorized
party including the cloud can’t obtain the information about the encrypted data.
C3. Non-interactive [2, 13]
The data owner generates the re-encryption key by
himself. He doesn’t need the untrusted third party
including the cloud to participate; the data owner
doesn’t interact with the untrusted party.
C4. Non-transitive [2]
The cloud can’t be granted with the re-delegate decryption right. If the cloud has two re-encryption
key, rkA→B and rkB→C , it can’t generate the reencryption key rkA→C from rkA→B to rkB→C .
C5. Multi-use
The encrypted data can be encrypted multiple times
by the cloud. The encrypted data is re-encrypted
from the user Alice, and then passed to Bob, and it
also can be re-encrypted from Bob, and then passed
to Clare.
C6. Re-encryption control [38]
The data owner can determine whether the encrypted
data can be re-encrypted. If the data owner doesn’t
want to do this, the cloud can’t re-encrypt the encrypted data.

According to these types of policy, ABPRE schemes are C7. Master key security [2]
The data owner can delegate the cloud to transfer
roughly categorized as either key policy or ciphertext polthe encrypted data with the other key, and the data
icy. In this paper, the survey starts from an atomic proxy
user can decrypted the re-encrypted data by using
cryptography that can delegate the semi-trusted party to
his secret key. However, the data user cannot collude
re-encrypt the encrypted data, followed by the first nowith the cloud to obtain the data owner’s master key.
tion of the attribute-based proxy re-encryption based on
ciphertext policy. Two key-policy attribute-based proxy
re-encryption schemes and two ciphertext-policy ABPRE C8. Collusion resistant
The revoked user cannot collude with the cloud to
schemes are introduced. Thereafter, an attribute-based
obtain the encrypted data which does not belong to
proxy re-encryption with a constant number of paring ophim.
erations is described at the end.
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1.2

3

Organization

data by his private key. Besides, this is a bidirectional
scheme that the data owner and the data user must trust
In this paper, we survey several attribute-based proxy
mutually. This scheme would work as follows:
re-encryption schemes including two varied access policies: key policy and ciphertext policy. The rest of this 1) Let p and q be two prime numbers such that p =
paper is organized as follows. In next Section , we in2q + 1, and let g be a generator in Zp∗ . Then, p and g
troduce a proxy cryptography and these attribute-based
denote global parameters. The data owner chooses a
∗
proxy re-encryption schemes. In Section 3, we compare
random number a from Z2q
as his secret key, where
these attribute-based proxy re-encryption schemes by us0 < a < p − 1, and also computes the inverse of his
ing the criteria which is illustrated in Section 1, and in
secret key, a−1 mod 2q. The data owner computes
Section 4, our conclusions are described.
g a mod p as a public key and publishes this key.

2

Related Works

In this section, we review a proxy re-encryption scheme,
an atomic proxy cryptography, two various access policy
attribute-based proxy re-encryption schemes. First, we
list the notation used in this paper which are defined in
Table 1. In ABPRE, if the data owner wants to share the
data with the data user, he can generate a re-key and a
ciphertext associated with attributes, and then forward
to the proxy (note that the proxy is the cloud service
provider in cloud environment). The proxy can comply
the data owner’s command to transfer the key with the
ciphertext into another key with which the data user can
decrypt. Besides, the data user’s secret key is associated
with attributes. When the data user wants to decrypt the
ciphertext, he just use his own secret key to do it, and he
can obtain the plaintext if the attributes in secret key satisfies the attributes in the ciphertext. In other words, if
ABPRE is key policy based, a user will obtain the plaintext when a ciphertext with a set of attributes satisfy the
access policy in his secret key. If ABPRE is ciphertext
policy based, a user will obtain the plaintext when his secret key with a set of attributes satisfy the access policy
in the ciphertext. Generally, ABPRE contains five algorithms: KeyGen(), Encrypt(), ReKeyGen(), ReEncypt(),
and Decrypt().

2.1

Blaze et al.’s Scheme

In 1998, Blaze, Bleumer, and Strauss proposed a proxy
encryption scheme, atomic proxy cryptography which is
based on ElGamma scheme [4]. This scheme can change
the key with the ciphertext into another key without disclosing the secret decryption keys and the information
of the underlying plaintext. And it can be executed in
a semi-trusted party (Only receiving the encryption request from user, this party can execute the encryption
algorithm; otherwise this party can’t execute this algorithm) because the information of the secret decryption
keys and plaintext cannot be known by the semi-trusted
party. If the data owner wants to share the data with
the data user, he would encrypt the data and generate a
proxy key, and then send to the semi-trusted party. The
semi-trusted party can change the encrypted data with
the data owner’s public key into the data user’s public
key. Therefore, the data user can decipher the encrypted

∗
2) The data owner chooses a random number k from Z2q
as a secret parameter. When the data owner encrypts
the message m with his key, he computes c1 = mg k
k
mod p, c2 = (g a ) mod p, and computes a−1 b as the
proxy key rkA→B , where b is the data user’s secret
key, and then transfer two ciphertext values (c1 , c2 )
and rkA→B to the semi-trusted party.
A→B
3) The semi-trusted party computes crk
by using
2
A→B
the proxy key rk A→B , and transfers (c1 , crk
) to
2
the data user.

4) When the data user receives the message
A→B
A→B
(c1 , crk
), he decrypts crk
with his se2
2
cret key b, and then decrypts c1 with k. Therefore,
the data can be recovered.

2.2

Liang et al.’s Scheme

In 2009, Liang et al. introduced the attribute based proxy
re-encryption (ABPRE) scheme which is based on the ciphertext policy [33]. This scheme combines the traditional proxy encryption scheme with attribute-based encryption scheme, and it uses attributes to control the
user’s access. In this scheme, if the data user’s attribute
does not appear in the access structure but in the system attributes, the encrypted data can be re-encrypted
via Re-encrypt algorithm; and let the data user decrypts
the encrypted data with his secret key. This algorithm
inputs another re-encryption key and g d to generate the
re-encrypted data which the data user can decipher. However, as the re-encryption time increases, the size of the
encrypted data increases linearly. Besides, the design
of secret key is similar as [6], and it doesn’t need too
much exponential computation in re-encryption operation. Next, these algorithms of this scheme work as follows.
• Setup(1k ): Let Asystem be a set of attribute in system, where Asystem = {1, 2, ..., n}. Beside, a index
i is given for each attribute ai ∈ Asystem , where
1 ≤ i ≤ n. Let G be a bilinear group of prime order p,
and e : G × G → GT denote a bilinear map. Next, y,
ti are chosen as two random numbers from Zp , where
1 ≤ i ≤ 3n, and g, h are selected randomly as two
generators of G. In addition, for each 1 ≤ i ≤ 3n,
1
let Y = e(g, h)y and Ti = g ti , Ti0 = h ti . The public
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Table 1: Notation table
Notations
G, GT
Asystem
AU
ACT
AU −KP
ACT −CP
SK
M
CT

Signification
The bilinear group of prime order p
A set of attributes in the system
Attributes of data user U in secret key
Attributes with the encrypted data CT
The access structure in user’s secret key
The access structure in the encrypted data
User’s secret key
The message
The encrypted data or the ciphertext

parameter is P K = (e, g, h, Y, {Ti , Ti0 }1≤i≤3n ). The
master key is M K = hy, {ti }1≤i≤3n i.
• KeyGen(AU , M K): Let AU be a set of attributes of
data user U . Next, let r1 , ..., rn be random numbers
Pn
which are chosen from Zp , such that r =
i=1 ri .
It computes D̂ = hy−r , and for each i ∈ Asystem ,
ri

ri

Di,2 = h t2n+i and Di,1 = h ti if i ∈ AU , or Di,1 =
ri

h tn+i otherwise. Output the user’s secret key SK =
hAU , (Di,1 , Di,2 )i∈Asystem , D̂i.
• Encrypt(M, ACT −CP ): Let ACT −CP be an access
structure, and choose a random number s ∈ Zp to encrypt a message M ∈ GT by computing C̃ = M · Y s .
Compute Ĉ = g s and C̆ = hs . Beside, let +di be a
positive attribute, and −di be a negative attribute.
For i ∈ Asystem , possible conditions are described as
follows.
1) If +di ∈ ACT −CP , compute Ci =
2) If −di ∈ ACT −CP , compute Ci =

Tis .
s
.
Tn+i

s
3) Otherwise, compute Ci = T2n+i
.

Output the encrypted data CT = hACT −CP , C̃, Ĉ,
C̆, (Ci )i∈Asystem i.
• ReKeyGen(SK, ACT −CP ): Let SK be a valid user
secret key, and ACT −CP be an access structure.
Choose a random number d from Zp ,and set D = g d
and D̂0 = D̂. For i ∈ Asystem , possible conditions
are described as follows.
0
1) If i ∈ AU , compute Di,1
= Di,1 · (Ti0 )d and
0
0
Di,2
= Di,2 · (T2n+i
)d ;
0
0
2) Otherwise, compute Di,1
= Di,1 · (Tn+i
)d and
0
0
Di,2
= Di,2 · (T2n+i
)d .

And D is encrypted with the access structure
ACT −CP that is the ciphertext of D, C . Output a re0
0
key rk = hAU , ACT −CP , (Di,1
, Di,2
)i∈Asystem , D̂0 , Ci.
• ReEncrypt(rk, CT ): Let rk be a valid re-key, and CT
be a well-formed encrypted data. Check whether AU

satisfies ACP −CT or not, if not, output ”⊥”; otherwise, for i ∈ Asystem , possible conditions are described as follows.
0
1) If +di ∈ ACP −CT , compute Ei = e(Ci , Di,1
)=

e(g ti s , h

ri +d
ti

) = e(g, h)s(ri +d) ;

0
2) If −di ∈ ACP −CT , compute Ei = e(Ci , Di,1
)=
ri +d

e(g tn+i s , h tn+i ) = e(g, h)s(ri +d) ;
ri +d

0
) = e(g t2n+i s , h t2n+i )
3) Otherwise, Ei = e(Ci , Di,2
s(ri +d)
= e(g, h)
.
Q
Then, compute C̄ = e(Ĉ, D̂0 ) i∈Asystem Ei =
Pn
Pn
e(g s , hy− i=1 ri )· e(g, h)nds+s i=1 ri = e(g, h)ys+nds .
The re-encrypted data CT 0 = hA0CT −CP , C̃, C̄, C̆, Ci
is outputted.

• Decrypt(CT, SK): Let SK be a valid user’s secret
key. And, check whether AU satisfies ACT −CP or
not, if not, output ”⊥”; otherwise, do
1) If CT is an original well-formed encrypted data,
for i ∈ Asystem , possible conditions are described as follows.
a. If +di ∈ ACP −CT , compute Ei = e(Ci ,
ri
Di,1 ) = e(Tis , h ti ) = e(g, h)sri ;
b. If −di ∈ ACP −CT , compute Ei = e(Ci ,
ri

s
Di,1 ) = e(Tn+i
, h tn+i ) = e(g, h)sri ;
c. Otherwise, compute Ei = e(Ci , Di,2 ) =
ri

s
e(T2n+i
, h t2n+i ) = e(g, h)sri .

Compute

e(Ĉ, D̂) ·

C̃
Q
i∈Asystem

Ei

=

M · e(g, h)ys
· e(g, h)sr

e(g s , hy−r )

and the message M can be obtained.
2) Else if CT 0 is a re-encrypted well-formed data,
C is decrypted by using SK to obtain D = g d .
ys
·e(g d ,hs )n
C̆)n
= M ·e(g,h)
to
Then compute C̃e(D,
e(g,h)ys+nds
C̄
obtain the message M .
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2.3

Luo et al.’s Scheme

In 2010, Luo et al. proposed a cipertext policy attributebased proxy re-encryption scheme [38]. This scheme not
only maintains the properties of Liang et al.’s scheme [33],
but adds multi-valued on the positive attributes. This paper also introduced the property of re-encryption control.
This property allows the data owner to determine whether
the encrypted data can be re-encrypted or not. Besides,
the access policy in this scheme is based on the ciphertext policy, the access policy is in the encrypted data to
control a user’s access, and the access policy is ANDgate policy. Apart from this, the policy of this scheme
supports multi-value attributes, negated attributes (note
that means these attributes the user doesn’t have ) and
wildcards (note that it means the attributes don’t appear
in the AND-gate, so these attributes are not considered
in decryption algorithm). The main construction of this
paper is described as follows.

Output the encrypted data CT = (W , C̃, C0 , C00 ,
{Ci }i∈[1,n] ).
• ReKeyGen(SKL , W ): Let SKL be a valid secret key,
W be an access policy. Choose a random number
d from Zp , and set D = g d and D00 = D0 . Compute Di0 = (Di,1 g3d , Di,2 ), Fi0 = (Fi,1 g3d , Fi,2 ). Encrypt D = g d with the access policy W and get the
ciphertext of D, C. Then, Output the re-encryption
key rk = (L, W, D00 , {Di0 , Fi0 }i∈[1,n] , C).
• ReEncrypt(rk, CT ): Let rk be a valid re-encryption
key, and CT be a well-formed encrypted data. Check
whether L satisfy W or not, if not, output ⊥. If
it satisfies, for 1 ≤ i ≤ n, possible conditions are
described as follows.
1) If Wi0 6= ∗, compute Ei =
wildcard;
2) If Wi0 = ∗, compute Ei =

k

• Setup(1 ): Let U = {att1 , att2 , · · · , attn } be a set of
attributes. For U, let Ū = {¬att1 , ¬att2 , · · · , ¬attn }
be a set of negated attributes and for each attribute
atti , let Si = {vi,1 , · · · , vi,ni } be a set of possible
values, where | Si |= ni . Let W = [W1 , ..., Wn ] be
an access policy, where Wi ∈ Si ∪ {¬atti , ∗}. Let
G denote a bilinear group of prime order p, and
e : G × G → GT denote a bilinear map. Choose random numbers y, ti,j , ai , bi from Zp , where 1 ≤ i ≤ n
and 1 ≤ j ≤ ni , and generate generators g, g2 , g3 ∈ G
at random. Compute g1 = g y , Y = e(g1 , g2 ),
{{Ti,j = g ti,j }1≤j≤ni , Ai = g ai , Bi = g bi }1≤i≤n .
The public key is P K = (e, g, g1 , g2 , g3 , Y, {{Ti,j =
g ti,j }j∈[1,ni ] , Ai , Bi }i∈[1,n] ).
The master key is
M K = (y, {{ti,j }j∈[i,ni ] , ai , bi }i∈[1,n] ).
• KeyGen(M K, L): For a data user who can obtain the
corresponding secret key, let L = [L1 , ..., Ln ] be an
0 00
attribute list. Choose random numbers
Pn ri , ri , ri from
Zp , where 1 ≤ i ≤ n, and set r = i=1 ri . Compute
D0 = g2y−r . For 1 ≤ i ≤ n, possible conditions are
described as follows.
1) If Li = vi,ki , compute Di =
00
r 00
(g2ri Bi i , g ri );

0
r0
(g2ri Ti,ki i , g ri ), Fi

r0

(g2ri Bi

n
Y

=

e(g, g2 )sri e(g, g3 )sd

C̄

=

e(C0 , D00 )

n
Y

Ei

e(g s , g2y−r )e(g, g2 )sr e(g, g3 )sd .

Output the re-encrypted data CT 0 = (W 0 , C̃, C00 , C̄,
C).
• Decrypt(CT, SKL ): Let SKL be a valid secret key.
Check whether L satisfies W or not. If it satisfies,
the data user can use his secret key to decrypt CT
by executing these computation.
1) If CT is an original well-formed encrypted data,
for 1 ≤ i ≤ n, possible conditions are described
as follows.
a. If Wi =
6 ∗, compute Di0 = Di,1 and Di00 =
Di,2 ;
b. If Wi = ∗, compute Di0 = Fi,1 and Di00 =
F1,2 .

=

0

C̃

Qn

e(C ,D 00 )

i
i
Q
Compute e(C0 ,Doi=1
0 , and obtain
) n
i=1 e(C0 ,Di )
the message M .

2) Else if CT is a re-encrypted well-formed encrypted data, mathbbC can be decrypted by using the data user’s secret key and get D = g d .
C̃·e(C00 ,g d )n
and obtain the mesThen compute
C̄
sage M.

• Encrypt(P K, M, W ): Choose a random number s
form Zp to encrypt the message M ∈ GT . Compute
C̃ = M · Y s , C0 = g s , and C00 = g3s . For 1 ≤ i ≤ n,
possible conditions are described as follows.

3) If Wi = ∗, compute Ci = Bis .

Ei

=

Output the secret key SKL = (L, D0 , {Di , Fi }i∈[1,n] ).

2) If Wi = ¬atti , compute Ci =

0
e(C0 ,Fi,1
)
0 ).
e(Ci ,Fi,2

i=1

, g ).

Asi ;

where ∗ is

i=1

ri00

s
;
1) If Wi = vi,ki , compute Ci = Ti,k
i

0
e(C0 ,Di,1
)
0 ),
e(Ci ,Di,2

Next, compute

2) If Li = ¬atti , compute Di = (g2ri Ai i , g ri ), Fi =
ri00

5

2.4

Yu et al.’s Scheme

In 2010, Yu et al.’s proposed an attribute-based proxy
re-encryption scheme [57] whose access policy is based
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on KP-ABE [12]. They point out that the data confidentiality is not only the basic security requirement, but
also a juristic concern when users out source their data
in the cloud or share their data to other users via the
cloud. Therefore, this proposed scheme can achieve finegrained, scalability and data confidentiality at the same
time, and it doesn’t need more complexity key management and higher encryption computation cost than previous works. Besides, its encryption complexity is related to
the number of attributes and the number of the encrypted
data, not the number of users in the system. In data file
creation/deletion and new grant operations, the current
data file can be affected, but the system-wide data updating and re-key aren’t. These operations of Yu et al.’s
scheme work as follows.
• System Setup: Let U = {1, 2, ..., n} denote the universe of attributes. And, let k be a security parameter selected by the data owner and the algorithm level interface ASetup(k) is called by the data
owner. Next, y, ti are chosen as two random numbers from Zp , where each attribute i ∈ U. It
outputs the system public parameter P K =(T1 =
y
g t1 , ..., Tn = g tn , Y = e(g, g) ) , and the system master key M K = (t1 , ..., tn , y). Besides, each component of P K can be signed by the data owner, P K
and these signatures can be sent to the cloud server.
• New File Creation: This operation is executed before
a file is uploaded to the cloud server. The data file is
processed by the data owner.
1) Choose a unique ID for this data file;
2) Choose a symmetric data encryption key DEK
at random from the key space, and encrypt data
with DEK, i.e. {DataF ile}DEK ;
3) Define a set of attributes ACT for the data file
and encrypt DEK with ACT using KP-ABE,
i.e.
(Ẽ, {Ei }i∈ACT ) ← AEncrypt(ACT , DEK, P K),
where Ẽ = DEK × Y s and {Ei = Tis }i∈ACT ;
4) Divide the data file into ID, header, and
body. Header stores the encrypted DEK, and
body stores the encrypted data, DataF ileDEK .
These are the format of the data file and it is
stored on the cloud server.
• New User Grant: The data owner assigns the new
user a unique identity w and access structure AU −KP
when he wants to join the system. And this operation
is executed as follows.
1) For each new user w, the component of user’s
qj (0)

secret key skj = g tj is generated and a secret key SK = {skj }j∈LAU −KP is created, where
LAU −KP is the set of attributes connected to leaf
nodes of AU −KP ;

6

2) Compute C = (AU −KP ,
SK,
P K,
δo,(AU −KP ,SK,P K) )P Kw ,
where
P Kw
is
user w’s public key and δo,(AU −KP ,SK,P K)
is the data owner’s signature on message
(AU −KP , SK, P K);
3) Send (T, C, δo,(T,C) ) to cloud server, where
T = (w, {j, skj }j∈AU −KP \AttD ) and AttD is the
dummy attribute.
When the cloud server receives this tuple
(T, C, δo,(T,C) ), the cloud executed this operation as follows.
1) Check whether δo,(T,C) is correct or not;
2) If correct, T is stored in the system user list U L;
3) Send C to the data user.
When the data user receives C, he processes as follows.
1) Check whether (δo,(AU −KP ,SK,P K) )P Kw is correct or not;
2) If correct, accept (AU −KP , SK, P K) as his access structure, secret key, and the system public
key.
• User Revocation: When the data user v is revoked
from the system, the data owner executes this operation as follows.
1) Determine a minimal set of attributes D, and
there is no leaving user’s access structure.
2) Choose the new components of the system master key t0i at random from Zp , where i ∈ D;
0

t0

3) Compute Ti0 ← g ti and rki↔i0 ← tii to update
the components of the system public key;
4) Send Att = (v, D, {i, Ti0 , δo,(i,Ti0 ) , rki↔i0 }i∈D ) to
the cloud server, where δo,(i,Ti0 ) is the data
owner’s signature on message (i, Ti0 ).
When the cloud server receives Att, it processes as
follows.
1) Remove leaving user’s identity v from the system user list U L;
2) Store the tuple {i, Ti0 , δo,(i,Ti0 ) }i∈D and join
rki↔i0 to attribute i history list AU Li for
recording the PRE key of the latest version in
AHL.
• File Access: When the data user wants to access file,
this operation can be executed as follows. In this
operation, the data owner doesn’t need to join, only
the cloud server responds the requirement of the data
file access of the data user. If necessary, the cloud
server can update the data user’s secret keys and reencrypt the data file which the data user needs.
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1) The data user sends a access request to the
cloud server;
2) The cloud checks whether u ∈ U L or not, if
u ∈ U L, gets (u, {j, skj }j∈LAU −KP \AttD );
3) Check whether skj is the latest version or not, if
not, update skj with skj0 by (rki↔i(n) )−1 , where
i(n) is the latest version of attribute i;
4) Check whether the requested data file is the latest version or not, if not, update rki↔i(n) =
(n)

ti
ti

(n)

and output Ei
(Ei )rki↔i(n) = g ti(n) s ;

(n)

by computing Ei

←

5) Forward the respond message ({j, skj0 , Tj0 ,
δo,(j,TJ0 ) }j∈LAU −KP \AttD , F L) to the data user,
where F L is the requested data file.
When the data user receives the respond message, he
processes as follows.
1) Check whether the data owner’s signature
δo,(j,TJ0 ) is correct or not, if correct, replace each
skj with skj0 , and update Tj with Tj0 ;
2) Compute
Y

e(g, g)qj (0)s

= e(g, g)qr (0)s

j∈LAU −KP
ys

= e(g, g) ;
3) Decrypt DEK = ẼY −s = DEK × Y s ×
e(g, g)−ys and decipher the requested data file
with DEK.

2.5

Yu et al.’s Scheme

In addition, in the same year, Yu et al’s also proposed the
other attribute based proxy re-encryption scheme [58].
This scheme is different with [57], the access policy of
this proposed scheme is based on CP-ABE [3]. The authors point out that if these existing CP-ABE schemes
are directly applied in the real environment, some issue
will be found out: firstly, the access structure in CP-ABE
is monotonic, and it can’t express negative word and so
on; CP-ABE is not able to realize provable security and
the efficient construction; besides, CP-ABE can’t simultaneously achieve them; secondly, CP-ABE is not able to
provide an efficient manner in the user revocation operation. Because of the above issues, this paper proposes a
scheme of combining proxy re-encryption with CP-ABE,
and it reduces the burden of the authority revoking any
user’s attribute. Therefore, this scheme can let the authority freely remove any user’s attribute at any time.
The construction of this paper is illustrated as follows.
• Setup(1λ ): Let U = {1, 2, ..., n} denote the universe of attributes, let G denote a bilinear group
of prime order p, let g denote a generator, and
let e : G × G → GT be a bilinear map. Then
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random numbers y, t1 , ..., t3n are selected from Zp .
Output the public parameter P K = (e, g, Y =
e(g, g)y , T1 = g t1 , ..., T3 = g t3 ), and the master key
M K = (y, t1 , ..., t3n ). Besides, let ver = 1 be initialize version number, (ver, P K) is published, and
(ver, M K) is kept by the authority.
• KeyGen(M K, AU ): Let AU be a set of attributes
in data user U private key. Next, let r1 , ..., rn be
random
Pnnumbers which are chosen from Zp , such that
r = i=1 ri . It computes D = g y−r , and for each
ri

ri

i ∈ U, Fi = g t2n+i and Di = g ti if i ∈ AU , or
ri
Di = g tn+i otherwise. Output the user’s secret key
SK = (ver, AU , D, D̄ = {Di , Fi }i∈U ). Note that i is
the negative attribute if i does not appear in AU .
• Encrypt(M, AS, P K): Let AS be a single AND gate
and also be the access structure of CT , and AS =
V
ĩ∈I ĩ, where ĩ is the literal meaning of attribute i,
which may be the positive attribute or the negated
attribute, and I is the set of attributes of interest. A
random number s is chosen from Zp to encrypt the
message M ∈ GT by computing C̃ = M · Y s . Compute Ĉ = g s . Besides, let +i be a positive attribute,
and −i be a negative attribute. For each i ∈ I, possible conditions are described as follows.
1) If ĩ = +i, compute Ci = Tis .
s
2) If ĩ = −i, compute Ci = Tn+i
.
s
3) If i ∈ U \ I, compute Ci = T2n+i
.

Output the encrypted data CT = {ver, AS, C̃, Ĉ,
{Ci }i∈U }, where ver is the current version number.
• ReKeyGen(γ, M K): Denote the range of each i ∈ γ
being [1, 2n], also the range of each i ∈ β being [1, 2n].
And 1 ≤ value ≤ n represents the positive attribute,
and value ≥ n means the attribute i − n being negative. For each i ∈ γ, t0i is chosen randomly from Zp ,
t0
and rki = tii is generated. For each i ∈ 1, ..., 2n \ γ,
rki = 1. Output the re-key rk = (ver, {rki }1≤i≤2n ).
Besides, the system version number is initialized that
ver is equal to 1 when everything is done.
• ReEncrypt(CT, rk, β): Denote the range of each
i ∈ β being [1, 2n]. And the version number of CT
and rk is different, this algorithm directly outputs
the encrypted data CT . Otherwise, CT can be reencrypted. For each i ∈ β, if i satisfies one of these
conditions which are described as follows, it will execute the computation.
1) 1 ≤ i ≤ n, compute Ci0 = Cirki ;
rki
0
2) n ≤ i ≤ 2n, compute Ci−n
= (Ci−n
).

For each i ∈ U, if i ∈
/ β and i + n ∈
/ β, or i ∈
/ I,
compute Ci0 = Ci . Output the re-encrypted data
CT 0 = (ver + 1, AS, C̃, Ĉ, {Ci0 }i∈U ), where ver is the
version number of the encrypted data.
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• ReKey(D̄, rk, θ): Denote the range of each i ∈ θ being [1, 2n]. And the version number of D̄ and rk is
different, this algorithm directly returns D̄. Otherwise, D̄ can be updated. For each i ∈ θ, possible
conditions are described as follows.
rki−1

1) If 1 ≤ i ≤ n, compute Di0 = Di

;
−1

0
2) If n ≤ i ≤ 2n, compute Di−n
= (Di−n )rki .

For each i ∈ U, if i ∈
/ θ and i + n ∈
/ θ, Di0 = Di is
0
0
computed. Output D̄ = {Di , Fi }i∈U . Besides, ver
of the corresponding SK is added to 1.
• Decrypt(CT, P K, SK): If randomly choose two from
CT, P K, SK, and the version number of any two are
different, it will output “ ⊥ ”. Otherwise, decrypt
T = {ver, AS, C̃, Ĉ, {Ci }i∈U }. For each ĩ ∈ I, possible conditions are described as follows.
1) If ĩ = +i and i ∈ AU , compute
ri
e(Ci , Di ) = e(g ti s , g ti ) = e(g, g)ri s ;

• New File Creation: The data owner creates a symmetric data encryption key DEK = g H(rkt) , and
uses the DEK to encrypt the data file M , M ·
g H(rkt) . Next, header (i, Ēi , {Ei }i∈ACT ) and body
(M · g H(rkt) ) are generated by the data owner, and
the header is stored in the privilege manager group,
and body is stored in the cloud server.
• New User Grant: The data owner assigns the new
user a unique identity w and access structure AU −KP
when he wants to join the system.
• User Revocation: When the data user is revoked by
the data owner, this operation can be executed. By
updating the system master key and public key, the
data user can be removed.
• File Access: When the data user wants to access the
requested data, he can send a access request to the
privilege manager group. Privilege manager executes
this operation as follows.
1) Check whether the data user is in U L or not,
if it is, send proxy re-encryption key R and
{ski }i∈AU −KP to the cloud server.

2) If ĩ = −i and i ∈
/ AU , compute
ri

e(Ci , Di ) = e(g tn+i s , g tn+i ) = e(g, g)ri s ;
3) If ĩ ∈
/ I, compute
e(Ci , Di ) = e(g t2n+i s , g

ri
t2n+i

2) The cloud server receives the message and generates secret key ski0 for the data user by using
AU pdateSK(i, ski , AHLi ) algorithm. The secret key is attached to (M · g H(rkt) ) and then it
sent to the data user.

) = e(g, g)ri s .

Therefore, CT is decrypted, and M is obtained by
computing e(Ĉ,D̂) QnC̄ e(g,g)ri s = M .

3) Privilege manager group uses the algorithm
AU pdateAtt4F ile(i, Ei , AHLi ) to generate
(i, Ēi , {Ei }i∈AU −KP ) which corresponds to ski0 ,
and send it.

i=1

2.6

Do et al.’s Scheme

In 2011, Do et al. proposed an attribute based proxy
re-encryptions scheme for protecting data confidentiality [10], and the scenario of this paper is in the healthy
cloud environment. Do et al. point out some disadvantages in Yu et al.’s scheme [57]: firstly, the collusion attack
would occur in their scheme when the data user colludes
with the cloud server; secondly, this scheme can’t provide
the selective delegation of the level of the trust; for example, the agencies can be chose to know the partial user’s
information. Thus, to improve these disadvantages, Do
et al.’s scheme divides the data file into a header and a
body which are same as [57]. But, a header is stored in the
privilege manager group which is a trusted authority in
the cloud, and a body is stored in the cloud server in this
scheme. Besides, the privilege management model uses
the concept of Type-based proxy re-encryption to manage the data access. Now, these operations are introduced
as follows.
• System Setup: Let U = {1, 2, ..., N } denote the universe of attributes. And y, ai are chosen as two random numbers from Zp , where each attribute i ∈ U.
It outputs the system public parameter P K =(A1 =
y
g a1 , ..., AN = g aN , Y = e(g, g) ). Besides, the type
information T = (t1 , ...tN ) is generated.
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4) The data user receives the message, and use the
algorithm ADecryptH(LAU −KP , SK, E) to obtain DEK, where SK is user’s secret key and
E is the encrypted DEK.
5) Execute the algorithm ADecryptB(M · DEK,
DEK), the data M can be obtain by decrypting
(M · g H(rkt) ) with DEK.

2.7

Seo et al.’s Scheme

In 2012, Seo et al. proposed an attribute-based proxy
re-encryption with a constant number of paring operations [44]. Since the computation cost of the previous
attribute based proxy re-encryption schemes are according to the number of attributes of the scheme to compute,
there are not a constant ciphertext length and number of
paring operation in these schemes. Therefore, the concept
of a constant ciphertext length based CP-ABE was proposed by Emura et al. [11] in 2009; the length of ciphertext
and the computation cost were signally diminished compared to other attribute-based encryption schemes. Seo et
al. extended this concept to provide a constant length of
message and number of paring operations based attributebased proxy re-encryption scheme. It is different from
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and E = e(C, DT ) = e(g, h)(n·d+r)(k·s·z) . Then,
compute C̄ = e(D̂, Ĉ 0 ) · E = e(g s·z , hk·(y−r) ) ·
e(g, h)(n·d+r)(k·s·z) = e(g, h)(k·s·z·y)+(n·d·k·s·z) . Output the re-encrypted data CTre = hA0CT −CP , C̃, C̄,
C̆, Ci.

other attribute-based proxy re-encryption schemes because of the lower computation cost. Next, we introduce
the main construction of this scheme as follows.
• Setup(1k ): Let Asystem be a set of attribute in system, where Asystem = {1, 2, ..., n}. Besides, a index i is given for each attribute ai ∈ Asystem , where
1 ≤ i ≤ n. Let G be a bilinear group of prime order p, and e : G × G → GT denote a bilinear map.
Next, four random numbers k, y, z, ti are chosen
from Zp , where 1 ≤ i ≤ 3n, and two generators of G,
g and h are selected at random . In addition, for each
1 ≤ i ≤ 3n, let Y = e(g, h)y and Ti = g ti . The public
ti
parameter is P K = he, g z , h, Y k·z , {Ti , k·z
}1≤i≤3n h.
The master key is M K = hk, y, z, {ti }1≤i≤3n i.

• Decrypt(CT, SK): Let SK be a valid user’s secret
key. And, check whether AU satisfies ACT −CP or
not, if not, output ”⊥”; otherwise, do
1) If CT is an original well-formed encrypted data,
for i ∈ Asystem , possible conditions are described as follows.
a. If +di ∈ ACP −CT , compute Ti =
b. If −di ∈ ACP −CT , compute Ti =
c. Otherwise, compute Ti =

• KeyGen(AU , M K): Let AU be a set of attributes of
data user U . Next, let r1 , ..., rn be random numbers
Pn
which are chosen from Zp , such that r =
i=1 ri .
It computes D̂ = (hy−r )k , and for each i ∈ Asystem ,
{Di,1 = hri }i∈Asystem . Output the user’s secret key
SK = hAU , {Di,1 }i∈Asystem , D̂, k · zi.

Next, compute
C

= g
= g s·t

D

i∈Asystem

ri

Then, compute E = e(C, DT ) = e(g, h)k·r·s·z .
C̃
and obtain the
Decrypt e(Ĉ,D̂)·e(g,h)
k·r·s·z =M
message M .

• ReKeyGen(SK, ACT −CP ): Let SK be a valid user
secret key, and ACT −CP be an access structure.
Choose a random number d from Zp ,and set D = g d
0
= Di,1 · hd .
and D̂0 = D̂. For i ∈ Asystem , Di,1
D is encrypted with the access structure A0CT −CP
that is the ciphertext of D, C. Output a re-key
0
rk = hAU , A0CT −CP , {Di,1
}i∈Asystem , D̂0 , k · z, Ci.
• ReEncrypt(rk, CT ): Let rk be a valid re-key, and CT
be a well-formed encrypted data. Check whether AU
satisfies ACP −CT or not, if not, output ”⊥”; otherwise, for i ∈ Asystem , possible conditions are described as follows.
ti
k·z ;
tn+i
k·z ;

2) Otherwise, CT 0 is a re-encrypted well-formed
data, and C is decrypted by using SK to obC̆)n
tain D = g d . Then, decrypt C̃e(D,
=
C̄
M ·e(g,h)k·s·y·z ·e(g,h)n·d·s·k·z
e(g,h)(k·s·z·y)+(n·d·k·s·z)

= M to obtain the

message M .

3

Comparisons

In this section, we list the comparison of these schemes
which we survey. Firstly, we use the criteria to compare
these attribute-based proxy re-encryption schemes, and
these criteria are introduced in Section 1. Secondly, we
compare the properties and performance of these schemes.
And the performance comparisons are classified according
to the policy.

3.1

Security Requirement Analysis

These schemes which we survey were compared by the
criteria that we listed in Section 1. The criteria conU
= tain C1- unidirectionality, C2- data confidentiality, C3= hn·d+r , non-interactive, C4- non-transitive, C5- multi-use, C6-

P
s· i∈A

Next, compute C = i∈Asystem Ci = g
P
Q
d+ i∈A ri
U
g s·t , D = i∈Asystem Di = h

Di

= hr .

Output the encrypted data CT = hACT −CP , C̃, Ĉ,
C̆, (Ci )i∈Asystem i.

Q

Y

=
= h

s
3) Otherwise, compute Ci = T2n+i
.

3) Otherwise, Ti =

U

i∈Asystem
P

s
2) If −di ∈ ACT −CP , compute Ci = Tn+i
.

t2n+i
k·z .

Ci

and

1) If +di ∈ ACT −CP , compute Ci = Tis .

2) If −di ∈ ACP −CT , compute Ti =

Y

=

i∈Asystem
P
s· i∈A ti

• Encrypt(M, ACT −CP ): Let ACT −CP be an access
structure, and choose a random number s ∈ Zp to
encrypt a message M ∈ GT by computing C̃ =
M · Y s·k·z . Compute Ĉ = g s·z and C̆ = hs·k·z . Beside, let +di be a positive attribute, and −di be a
negative attribute. For i ∈ Asystem , possible conditions are described as follows.

1) If +di ∈ ACP −CT , compute Ti =

t2n+i
k·z .

ti
k·z ;
tn+i
k·z ;

ti
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re-encryption control, C7- master key security, and C8collusion resistant. This comparison table is listed in Table 2.
On one hand, almost schemes can achieve these basic security requirement including unidirectionality, data
confidentiality, non-interactive, non-transitive, master
key security and collusion resistant, except Yu et al.’s
scheme [57], because their scheme cannot withstand the
collusion attack by using the cloud and the data user. On
the other hand, the access policy of Yu et al.’s scheme [57]
and Do et al.’s scheme [10] are based on the key policy
and focused on updating the version of the user’s secret
key, hence their schemes are hard to satisfy the property
of multi-use and re-encrypt control.

3.2

Performance Analysis

Ce denotes a pairing operation, E denotes an exponentiation group operation, M denotes a multiplication group
operation, S denotes a signature operation, n denotes the
number of attributes, and |∗| denotes the number of the element ∗. We neglect some computation operations which
just need less computation cost, ex. symmetric encryption operation. Tables 3, 4, 5 and 6 list the comparison
results. And we compare these attribute-based proxy reencryption schemes, but not including [4]. In addition, we
divide the performance comparison into two parts. Because the main construction can be categorized as two
various, from these schemes, we can find out that when
the number of attributes increases, the computation of
these schemes increase. After Seo et al. [44] proposed a
scheme with a constant number of paring operations, the
computation cost is less than other schemes.

4

Conclusions

Attributed based proxy re-encryption scheme is suitable
on the cloud environment, because ABPRE can let the
data owner delegate the re-encryption right to the cloud
for data sharing, and the data owner doesn’t always
be online. In existing ABPRE scheme, we survey several attribute-based proxy re-encryption schemes including two varied access policies: key policy and ciphertext
policy. Moreover, we list eight security requirements to
compare these schemes. The future work will focus on the
development of the more security and efficient ABPRE,
and let ABPRE can be applied in more application environments.
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Y
Y
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